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W
hile Malawi has made important 
strides in its economic 

suffered some economic set-
backs that are characteristic of a country with 
a weak productive base. The intermittent 

has a huge appetite for imported goods 

produced locally. The consequences of 
ignoring consumption and patronizing of 
locally produced goods and services have 
been well documented and are there for all 

trading partners and many more. This 

catastrophic for our country hence need for 
a change in the way we support our home 
grown industries. . 

It is against this background that my 
Government resuscitated our ambition to 
promote consumption of locally-made goods 

and services. To that effect Government 
through the Ministry of Industry and Trade 
has come up with an ambitious Buy 
Malawi Strategy. This strategy builds on 
gains made in the previous Buy Malawi 
Campaign and comes at a time when 
there is stiff competition from imported 

Malawi destiny. 

The spirit behind the Buy Malawi Strategy 
is to encourage consumption of locally 
produced goods and services through 

it is expected that such conduct will 
substantially enhance competitiveness 

job and wealth creation and promote 

Malawi Growth and Development Strategy 
(MGDS II).   This is also in tandem with 
commitments of world leaders to promote 
an equitable global economic system 
in which no country or person would be 
left behind. The Buy Malawi Strategy 
will create necessary conditions for 

decent work for all.  Inclusive growth is 
an underlining factor in the context of Buy 
Malawi Strategy.

Our vision in coming up with the Buy 
Malawi Strategy is to stimulate local 
production and growth by mobilizing all 
the players to embrace locally produced 
goods and services and building the 
competitiveness of enterprises. This 
is in line with our current vision which 
is to transform lives of the people who 
work for this economy through their 
industriousness by guaranteeing markets 
for their outputs. This is evidenced among 
other things by our initiatives to open up 
community colleges in each district and 

FOREWORD
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unprecedented investment facilitation initiatives being 
undertaken by the Government. This is the surest way 

harnessing of local resources.

When consumers buy locally produced products and 

stimulated and sustainable job opportunities are created. 
By supporting local producers and manufacturers by 
buying goods made in Malawi each and every citizen 
would contribute towards creating a bigger demand for 

is a direct link between a favourable balance of trade 

programme would also enhance the market linkages 
programme where permanent structures would be 
developed to encourage and promote communication 
between the producers and suppliers on the required 

power including that of other big organisations will be 
used to stimulate local production and consumption by 
largely procuring from locally based manufacturers and 
service providers. To ensure that this purchasing power 

margins to give local manufacturers and service providers 
a competitive advantage when bidding for Government 
jobs. Government will support local producers and 
manufacturers to develop goods and services that 
comply with local and international standards; and to 
develop an entrepreneurship culture for business growth 
and enhanced citizen participation in the economy. 

citizens of this country to rally behind this Strategy by 
procuring and consuming goods and services produced 
in Malawi and be part of the unique story of economic 
transformation of our beloved country. We should be 
mindful that if we Malawians do not buy our locally 
produced goods and services the result would be stunted 
industrial development and the private sector will struggle 

Government will 
support local 

producers and 
manufacturers to 
develop goods 

and services that 
comply with local 
and international 
standards; and 
to develop an 

entrepreneurship 
culture for business 

growth and 
enhanced citizen 

participation in the 
economy. 
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and thereby   improve the incomes of Malawians.

preference schemes for citizens.

The strategy will only bear meaningful fruits if it is 
streamlined with other existing policies.  The 
implementation of this strategy will therefore be aligned 
with implementation of the Sustainable Development 

        
Strategy and the National Industrial Development 

          
        

Malawi Bureau of Standards (MBS) Competition and 
Fair Trading Commission (CFTC) and government 

       
      

implementation of the BMS will certainly ensure 
that  it delivers its intended objectives. 

reforms in general and business reforms in particular to 
create a more robust conducive business environment 
so that the public sector delivers its services to the 

ensure that producers and suppliers of goods and 
services in Malawi are promoted and encouraged to 

It is my sincere hope that the cooperation shown 
during the development of the Strategy from 
all sectors of the economy will continue during 
the implementation phase of the Strategy.  
May God bless Malawi and its people.

Professor Arthur Peter Mutharika  
President of the Republic of Malawi 

My Government will 
accelerate public 

sector reforms 
in general and 

business reforms in 
particular to create 

a more robust 
conducive business 
environment so that 

the public sector 
delivers its services 
to the private sector 

more effectively 

This will ensure 
that producers 

and suppliers of 
goods and services 

in Malawi are 
promoted and 
encouraged to 

effective in their 
operations as well.
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T
he Buy Malawi Strategy (BMS) is a 
revised edition of the Buy Malawi 
Campaign (BMC) developed 

Presidential directive for formal launch of a 
programme to drive consumption of locally 
produced goods and services.  

The Buy Malawi Strategy complements 

and facilitate trade and private sector 
investment in prioritized potential growth 
sectors thereby increasing competitive 
supply of value added goods and services 
for domestic and international markets. 

Malawi Strategy is to create and sustain 
local production and consumption of locally 
produced quality goods and services. The 

health sectors as priority sectors due to their 
highest consumption propensity. 

Buy Malawi Campaign did not manage 
to achieve its intended objective due to 

changes in policies; lack of consistency 
in implementation; limited authority of the 
implementing institutions; and to some 
extent lack of capacity by the private sector. 

a Memorandum of Understanding 
(MOU) between government and the 
Pharmaceutical Industry on advancing the 
intentions of the campaign. 

endeavor to strategically address the 
fundamental challenges that the Buy 
Malawi Campaign was confronted 
with. Some of thekey strategic result 

REMARKS BY THE MINISTER 
OF INDUSTRY AND TRADE
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Strategy include:Improvements 
to national procurement systems 
leading to tendering procedures 
more accessible and affordable to 
local suppliers;

marketing and branding plan that 
assists in overcoming the negative 
mind-set and bias towards Malawian 
products;

will be spearhead by a credible 
public-private sector dialogue 
platform mandated to monitor and 
ensure successful undertakings; and

and competitiveness of domestic 
producers by means of reforming 
relevant regulatory and policy 
frameworks.

successful BMS are enormous. The BMS 
has huge potential to create and sustain 
quality jobs; to generate higher national 
revenues and GDP growth; to spur growth 
in prioritized economic sectors.

There will be job creation and increased 
household incomes from employment and 
sales; higher national revenues and GDP 
growth from tax collections and growth in 
prioritized sectors and more government 

of poverty and positive transformation of 

The preparatory phase of the BMS has 
been extremely consultative and the 

non-governmental organizations and the 
general public has been intense. 

contained in three parts. Part 1 covers an 
introduction and a context analysis. The 
chapter provides a background to the 
strategy development process and also a 
detailed situation analysis and the current 
operating environment. Part 2 elaborates 
on the vision and objectives of the strategy. 
It also includes proposals for prioritization 

champion the campaign. The chapter also 
provides strategic approaches to address 

analysis. It concludes with a brief section 
on best practices in import substitution. 
The last part includes the focus and core 
of the strategy and its implementation 

strategic initiatives recommended and 
resource requirements and prioritization 
while chapter 5 focuses on how the BMC is 

United Nations Development Programme 

technical assistance which has enabled 
the successful completion of this strategy. I 
also wish to thank all those who contributed 
to the preparation of this policy document. 
Preparation of the document was the 

implementation however remains the 
crucial part of this Strategy and should be 
a joint effort

The Ministry of Industry and Trade is 
kindly requesting all stakeholders to 
constructively continue supporting the Buy 
Malawi Strategy as a contribution towards 
the economic transformation of Malawi.

Joseph M. Mwanamvekha, MP
MINISTER OF INDUSTRY  

AND TRADE
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The Buy Malawi Campaign Strategy is a revised edition of what 
was developed in November 2009 following a Presidential 
directive for the formal launch of a programme aimed at driving 
consumption of locally produced goods.  The essence of the 
Buy Malawi Campaign (BMC) is to encourage consumption of 
locally produced goods and services. A fundamental underlying 
assumption is that such goods and services shall be found in Malawi 

priority of the Malawi Growth and Development Strategy (MGDS) 

and were therefore selected as preliminary areas of focus. 

succeeded in signing a Memorandum of Understanding between 
the Government of Malawi and the Pharmaceuticals Industry. 

due to recurring changes in policies; lack of consistency in 
implementation of Government programmes; limited authority 
of the implementing group; narrow ability of the private sector to 
follow suit the BMC promise; and lack of overall goodwill.

Malawi is confronted with social and economic challenges that make 
the promotion of locally produced goods rather challenging. Since 

decline to critical levels that curtail procurement of vital imports 

Poverty levels have peaked at over 52% and the need for inclusive 
growth is an imperative. The business environment has been 
underperforming compared to other countries in the region
indicated by both the Ease of Doing Business  report of  the 
World Bank and the Global Competitiveness report of the World 
Economic Forum. A relatively unfavorable investment climate has 
not stimulated FDI or even domestic investment due to sluggish 
growth in most sectors of the economy. Agriculture remains the 

success of the BMC include: quality of the business environment; 
competitiveness of local producers; capacity and effectiveness 
of the support services network; procurement systems and 

and the foundation for the revised BMC strategy.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This was blamed 
on changes in 

policies; lack of 
consistency in 

implementation 
of government 
programmes; 

limited 
authority of the 
implementing 
group; lack of 

capacity by the 
private sector to 
follow through 
with the BMC 

promise; and lack 
of goodwill.
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The key strategic proposals that are being recommended  include the following  areas:  
 
i)      Improvements to procurement settings for suppliers  
         in national tenders

effectively procurement activities undertaken by government agencies;

ii)      Use an effective and robust communication/marketing plan for BMS

iii) Leadership in implementation 

iv) Improved Business Environment and Competitiveness of domestic producers;

The strategy recommends the Campaign be managed by a dedicated and specialized 

shall gradually build its own sustainability through the application of a levy and through 
sales of BMS promotional materials.
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INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER 1:
INTRODUCTION
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1.1  BACKGROUND 
This strategy follows the review of the Buy Malawi Campaign formulated in 2009. The 

the Central Medical Stores and the Pharmaceuticals industry. There was limited or no 

procurement awards which resulted in an increased local preference from 10 – 20% with a 

Lessons learnt from the implementation of the Campaign
1. Implementing the BMC was possible where enterprises have capacity. The relative 

success achieved in the pharmaceutical industry is due to the fact that the few businesses 

capacity to follow suit the promise of the government as far as the BM  is concerned. 

industry managed to sign an MOU with the CMST and to ultimately add additional 
drugs on to their list. The industry was also able to comply with the required conditions 

to succeed.

remarkable progress was made. The pharmaceutical industry and CMST have also 
shown tremendous goodwill by remaining committed to make the pharmaceuticals 

it would have been possible to achieve some progress also within the other sectors..

returns regularly with disclosure of local procurements and ii) seek authorization of 

basis to enforce compliance. PEs could rely on support from elsewhere and carry on 
“business as usual”.

CHAPTER 1 :  INTRODUCTION
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4. It is easier to enforce the BMC where procurement systems are centralized.

therefore entailed that the pharmaceutical manufacturers dealt with one buying
entity only. The circumstances are quite different for other products which are

of fertilizers.

5. A structured private sector is key to success. Well organised businesses are able
to collectively articulate their issues and present them in a convincing manner.
This certainly enhances the chances to get the sectors more organised.

1.2  Rationale for the BMS 
The essence of the Buy Malawi  (BM ) is to encourage consumption of locally 
produced goods and services. A fundamental underlying assumption is that such goods and 

Development Strategy (MGDS) II.

A successfully implemented BM  shall yield enormous economic and social gains. These 
include job creation and increased household incomes generated from employment and 
sales; higher national revenues and GDP growth produced by tax collections and growth in 
prioritized sectors; more government spending on public services and ultimately improved 

shall be able to ably compete with other rapidly growing economies.

capacity and the overall competitiveness of end products will provide a solid basis for 
export development. In such a way that import substitution and export promotion will not 

policies will create the capacity to export. This same approach was detected in countries 

export markets. The combination of import substitution and export-led growth represented 

 Alice H. Amsden: From Heaven to Hell: A Tale of Two Empires in the Developing World: 
Chapter 6 ;Divine Discipline
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foundations for industrialization in the long run .

1.3  Strategy formulation process- methodology
The processes of reviewing the 2009 BMC was quite consultative and included intense 

the leadership of the Ministry of Industry and Trade. The review process also included the 
effective involvement and participation of rural enterprises. 

interviews and the administration of an ad-hoc questionnaire. Consultations were held with 

input was obtained by observing consumer behaviour in supermarkets and other commercial 
environments . 

1.4  Organisation of the strategy document

Chapters 1 and 2 include an introduction and an analysis of the context. These provide an 
important background to the strategy development process and also a detailed situation 
analysis and the prevailing environment at the time of formulating the campaign. The second 
part of the document includes a chapter that elaborates on the vision of the ambitions 
of the country and shapes the vision and objectives of the strategy. It also includes key 

the campaign. The chapter also presents strategic responses to key issues and challenges 

import substitution. The third and last part includes chapters 4 and 5. These focus on the 
core of the strategy and recommended implementation arrangements. Chapter 4 details 
the recommended strategic initiatives and prioritized activities and the resources required 
whilst chapter 5 focuses on how to ensure that the BMS is properly executed in an effective 
manner.
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CHAPTER 2: CONTEXT ANALYSIS

2.1  POPULATION AND DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE

The country has a high population growth rate of 3.3%.  Close to 85% of the population 

prevalence (the proportion of people living on less than US$1.25 per day) was 61.6%. 

2.2 Overview of the Malawian economy

of contribution to GDP and export. Manufacturing accounted for 11% of GDP in 2014. Other 

Table 2.1: Selected economic indicators

Sources: Transparency International; World Bank Doing Business Reports; World Economic 
Forum Global Competitiveness Reports

kept pace with the rest of Sub-Saharan Africa until the year 2000 where other countries 
accelerated their growth.

Year GDP Growth rate Interest rate Inflation FDI (US$ Million)

2010  8.3        8      49

2011  6.9         97 

2012  2.9     16       10              1128

2013  1.9     21                (53)

2014  5.4     25      25              623
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Figure 2.1: Malawi’s GDP growth per capital relative to Sub-Saharan Africa

Source: World Economic Forum, Global Competitiveness Report, 2014/2015

Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_countries_by_foreign-exchange_reserves_(excluding_gold)

Figure 2.2: SADC Countries foreign reserves as at Dec 2014

There was an expectation that promoting consumption of Malawian products would have 

 

at current prices.  
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Figure 2.3: Malawi’s trade with the World 2009-2013

The type of products for both exports and imports has remained quite unvaried. Agricultural

imports. 

Figure 2.4: Imports by sectors
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Figure 2.5: Balance of trade trend 2010-2014

Source: 
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Source

Imports have been growing much more rapidly than exports with resultant substantial 
Figure 2.5.

readily available in the country or there is potential to produce in-country that will result in

cereals and phamarceuticals.

Figure 2.6: Percentage growth in imports 2010-2014. Selected products
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2.4  Sector  performance - growth and contribution to GDP

in contribution to GDP with a combined contribution to GDP declined of 62% in 2010. This 

 Source: Reserve Bank of Malawi

The decline was caused by surge in the growth of other sectors especially those related 

Figure 2.8: Fast growing sectors 

-
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Figure 2.7: Contribution to GDP by selected sectors, 2013
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Health and construction 
were among the 

the BMC in 20 . 
They continue to 
show .great potential. 
The emergence of 
wholesale and retail is 
interesting as it largely 

larger shops supplying 
consumer goods (foods 
and fresh produce- e.g. 

building materials and 
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ectors with  high co ntribution to GDP and those with fastest growth provide ideal 
or consideration in the Buy Malawi Campaign.

2.5 Social and economic challenges

The main social and economic challenges in Malawi pertain to limited national revenues 
to provide and sustain the required social services that are required and to develop the 

are compounded by weak farming methods; low disposable incomes; declining tobacco 
revenues; scarcity of foreign exchange; and power disruptions. Agricultural development 
is compromised by small landholdings which are scarcely able to provide subsistence food 

that adds to such distresses. 

The country has also experienced high levels of currency volatility and low levels of 

intermittent power supply triggers a disruptive pattern for manufacturing and other important 

youth matters remain lowly addressed. Gender inequality is particularly worrisome with 
the country ranked 129 out of 149 countries in 2013. This could imply tremendous loss of 
human development potential. The UN Human Development Index for 2013 placed Malawi 

to knowledge and standard of living. This further emphasizes inclusive growth as a critical 
factor for the Buy Malawi Campaign.

2.6  Business environment

Indicators that measure business environment and investment climate paint a 
poor image for Malawi. Table 2.2 below is a summary of three such indicators.

Indicator/year     2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14

Page / 22
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Malawi Campaign.

Table 2.3: Global   Competitiveness Index   

Source: World Economic Forum Global Competitiveness Report 2014/2015     

At a time when most countries are competing to enact reforms that make the doing 

duty to make the transfer of property simpler. There are numerous other critical reforms that 

are reported cases whereby some reforms after having been enacted are not necessarily 

products being more expensive than imports.

are listed as the most 
problematic issues in the 
country.

Higher education and 
training; technology 
readiness and macro-
economic environment 
are key factors that 
require urgent attention 
for the BM  and other 
strategies to succeed. 
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2.7 Programmes in place and successes

technologically driven middle-income country. These aspirations are still very 
relevant. The objective of the MGDS II is to continue reducing poverty through 
sustainable economic growth and infrastructure development. Sustainable 

capacity development) all have tremendous bearing on the competitiveness 
of the economy and the vibrancy of the domestic market. An effectively 
implemented Buy Malawi Strategy has the potential to contribute substantially 
towards the achievement of the MGDS II. The strategy acknowledges the 
need for an investor-friendly business environment and all-encompassing 
good governance in both the public and private sectors. 

2.7.1  Ministry of Industry and Trade (MoIT)

The Ministry of Industry and Trade (MoIT) shall play the critical role of 
leading and providing strategic guidance to the economic growth agenda. 

to properly deliver on its mandate. This section highlights the main institutions; 
policy and strategy instruments; and programmes in place to enable the 
Ministry to fully deliver on its mandate. The key institutions include: the Malawi 

and export development; the Small and Medium Enterprise Development 
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eem to be relevant gaps in its controlling mechanisms to the extent that such  

One Product programme is also under MoIT but is not an institution as such

Several policies and strategies have been formulated to facilitate the work of MoIT. These 

and the expansion of trade. The NES prioritizes sectors for export development. It 

environment and build competitiveness of the private sector in Malawi. The Strategy 

the development of an environment that is conducive to economic competitiveness and 

strategies include the National Industrial Policy; the National Trade Policy; the MSME 

own strategic plan. The common  denominator in all these strategic documents is the 

development and the establishment of a conducive business environment.

2.7.2  Malawi Business Linkages Programme (MBLP)

(MSME) sector that can be integrated into supply chains of large-scale companies and 
Government. MoIT intends to achieve this by upgrading the operations of MSMEs through 

technical assistance in order to meet the requirements of the buyers; addressing quality 
and standards of local goods/services; raising productivity of MSMEs; and promoting 
information sharing among all stakeholders. The programme is expected to increase 
production and procurement of locally produced products which will save foreign exchange 
and increase export potential. MBLP targets furniture and horticulture as the initial sectors 
to support.
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The One Village One Product (OVOP) programme is modelled along a Japanese practice 
where a particular location’s core competencies and competitive advantage are honed 
towards production of one or a narrow range of products which are then marketed 
nationwide and even internationally. There is a sense of patriotism and national pride that 
goes with the joy of buying that local product. OVOP has successfully supported small scale 
production of several products including honey, wine, cooking oil and crafts which, with 
slight improvements in packaging, labelling and quality assurance, can easily be marketed
on a much larger scale than is currently the case. 

2.7.3 CivilSociety
Active non-governmental organisations include MJNET, CAMA and CISANET. MJNET 
pursues commercial justice and civic education; CAMA is involved in protecting consumer 
rights while CISANET is building capacity in agricultural value chains. 

2.7.3.1 CISANET
Involved in policy advocacy and capacity building for farmers. They provide a crucial link 
between and with buyers and researchers. CISANET supported the formulation of National 
Rice Development Strategy and has indeed been instrumental in promoting agricultural value 
chains especially rice, honey, pigeon peas, soya, ground nuts and dairy. Their message has 
been that there are available products that can be locally sold in larger quantities in the 
domestic market provided value is added. With support from FAO and World Bank, CISANET 
is supporting initiatives for contract farming targeting cash crops (rice, cotton, coffee, tea, 
groundnuts). The key challenges that CISANET have experienced include understanding 
of capacity issues around value chains, indiscipline and lack of collective bargaining (weak 
cooperatives). CISANET is a potential key player in the BMS due to their established track 
record in promoting value chains, organisation of farmers’ associations and experience in 
forging buyer-seller linkages. 
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2.7.4 Private sector organizations

sectoral levels. Some of these are fairly small serving a quite narrow range of interests 
and in some cases revolving around an individual (as in the case of IBAM); others have 
clear objectives but lack capacity to increase their operations and improve impact (SMEDI 
and NASME) while others have quite a good national image e.g. National Smallholder 

fairs. It annually conducts a business climate survey and leads the dialogue between the 
public and the private sector. 

and in reinforcing the public–private sector dialogue structures in order to track progress 
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2.7.5.1 AfDB

focuses on two pillars: (i) Addressing infrastructure bottlenecks to competitiveness 
and growth; and (ii) Supporting actions to expand private sector investment and trade. 
Addressing these areas will support the country to attain the much needed higher levels 
of economic and inclusive growth. Interventions in the new CSP emphasize a regional 

regional operations to assist Malawi to reduce transit costs by providing adequate hard 

to regional and international markets including energy pools. 

The strategy addresses issues of inclusive and green growth and youth unemployment 
through skills development and entrepreneurship training. The CSP further supports 
reforms that enhance the business climate to foster private sector investment and trade. A 

Project. It involves the Public Sector and the Private Sector working together to improve 
the competitiveness of the private sector in order to promote broad-based economic 

of the project include: (a) Increased private credit by commercial banks to address the 

tobacco; and (c) Increased formal employment and incomes by MSMEs developed and 
pulse farmers in target areas. 

2.7.5.2 DFID
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the overall business enabling environment. DFID also aims at facilitating the sustainable 

soya and their products) in line with National Export Strategy. Support includes: long term 
expert; analysis and research; partnerships with strategic private sector stakeholders to 
innovate inclusive business models in the oil seeds sector; improved policy environment; 

to provide technical assistance and grants to businesses to help them pilot and scale up 
inclusive business models for example the Business Innovation Facility (BIF) to increase 
access to technical assistance to businesses wishing to adopt inclusive business models.

.

2.7.5.3  European Union Delegation (EUD)

The EUD is engaged in various interventions that impact on trade development and the 

Delegation is active in strengthening the TIP SWAP arrangements. The EU is also supporting 
the Sugar Accompanying Measures through the services of a National Coordinator to the 
sector. The 10th EDF supported trade and private sector development related activities and 
in particular support to the International Accreditation of the Malawi Bureau of Standards in 
partnership with UNDP and UNIDO. 

agri-business agenda by increasing production through decentralised farmer level training 
which aims at increasing agriculture production in a sustainable way and training of youth 
as extension workers in rural areas; stimulation of agribusiness development through 

support to governance in the sector throughsensitisation of the media on agriculture related 

will be directed to building the capacity of the MoIT in implementing the National Trade 
Policy and enhancing participation in the WTO. 
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2.7.5.4 GIZ
Interventions include activities that enable MSMEs and smallholders in selected value chains 
to use inclusive business models and new marketing models and increase value addition. 
Work also includes engagement with larger companies to promote inclusive business models 
and to enhance the capacities of MSMEs and smallholders. Support is provided to value 
chains that have considerable potential for boosting income and employment. There is a 
special programmatic focus to ensure women and youth are capacitated to increase value 

of intermediary smallholder organizations and service providers to enhance their support 
services to MSMEs. 

2.7.5.5 UNDP

economic growth. The interventions follow a two-pronged strategy: 1) ensuring that value 

growth and poverty reduction;and 2) better aligning business purposes to development 
objectives to increase the incentive for businesses to innovate and deploy inclusive business 

other strategic industries. 

DFID.  The fund is a competitive facility through which businesses within the agricultural 
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UNDP also supported several key documents e.g. the development of the National Export 

name a few. The UNDP  is collaborating with other development partners n  implementing 
projects aimed at value addition; improving the business environment; increasing access to 

growth and development.

2.7.5.6 World Bank

and (3) Mainstreaming Governance for Enhanced Development Effectiveness. Within the 

These include: Result Area 2: A business environment that promotes competitiveness and 

Area 5: Improving public sector management systems. The World Bank has been involved 
in improving the payments infrastructure and enabling access to banking services.

operations. Support also is directed towards the Malawi Revenue Authority with the 

reduce opportunities for abuse. The World Bank is also involved in improving the business 
environment and has supported online business registration; the establishment of a 
collateral registry; the creation of a trade portal; and improving the management of permits 
system. The Bank is continuously engaged in efforts to improve the ease of doing business 
where challenges remain especially with reforms to the companies Act; insolvency law; 
establishment of credit reference bureau; and with the stringent border requirements.  
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them all in the scope of this strategy. The few mentioned in this section are the most 
prominent and more inclined to the objectives of the BMS. 

2.8  Key issues impacting on BMS  
       design- opportunities and challenges
The foregoing context analysis reveals a myriad of issues that can either foster the success 

SWOT analysis.

SWOT ANALYSIS OF THE ENVIRONMENT IN WHICH BMS WILL OPERATE

   STRENGTHS

 

 

willing to invest more especially in BMC1 priority 
sectors e.g. pharmaceuticals

WEAKNESSES

content

OPPORTUNITIES THREATS

telecommunication

unemployed youth
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2.8.1 Summary of supportive factors

2.8.2  Summary of challenges 
The issues noted from consultations and review of various materials fall in the  
following three categories: 

2.9 Implications for the revised Buy Malawi Strategy
a) Build on the 1st BMC and available complementary interventions
b) Effective implementation arrangements
c) Focus on high impact sectors and competent producers
d) Improving the business environment
e) Strengthening of the support services network

addressed.
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CHAPTER 3:  THE STRATEGY

Vision
The Buy Malawi Strategy will stimulate local production and growth by inspiring consumers 
to embrace locally produced goods and services and by building the competitiveness of 
enterprises.

Goal

Key result areas

2. Effective robust communication/marketing plan

4. Improved business environment  and competitiveness of domestic producers

The concept of deliberately launching campaigns to stimulate appetite amongst
consumers for local products is quite pervasive. Examples (boxed) are provided in
this chapter.

The Proudly South African is a “buy local” campaign which encourages people in South Africa to buy local 
products and make use of local services. It is aimed at stimulating the local economy and help create jobs. 
In addition it promotes national pride, patriotism and social cohesion. The implementation of the Campaign 
is guided by The New Growth Path; the Local Procurement Accord; and the Industrial Action Plan. 

Proudly South African was started under the leadership of the former South African President, Nelson 
Mandela. Through the National Economic Development and Labour Council (NEDLAC), the Proudly South 
African Campaign was launched in 2001 and supported by Government, Organised Business (BUSA), 
Organised Labour and Organised Community.

When consumers buy locally produced products and support local service providers, the local economy is 
stimulated and sustainable job opportunities are created. By supporting local producers and manufacturers 
(by buying goods which carry the Proudly South African logo or a ‘Made in South Africa’ label) each 
and every South African can contribute towards creating a bigger demand for home grown products and 
services; stimulating South Africa’s economic growth; helping to prevent job losses and helping to create 
job opportunities
.
Vision: The Proudly South African campaign will encourage the nation to make personal and organisational 
contributions to economic growth and prosperity in South Africa, thereby increasing employment 
opportunities and reinforcing national pride.

Box 3.1: Proudly South African
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3.2 Result Area 1: Strengthen the procurement environment

Without doubt, Government is the largest buyer in Malawi. Therefore, the bulk of 
the imports are actually directed to Government. Some are directly for Government 

social services. Besides, in addition to the three Ministries that the 2009 Buy Malawi 

military also procure substantial quantities including products that are locally available 
such as foodstuffs and uniforms. 

 Public procuremen

Malawi Campaign. The ODPP was quite proactive in sending out circulars to guide 
implementation. However, except for the Memorandum of Understanding signed 
between Central Medical Stores Trust (CMST) and the pharmaceutical companies, 

empowered to fully enforce the BMC guidelines.  Considering the effect that excessive 
imports have had on the economy, it is necessary to have provisions within the 
procurement laws that penalize non-compliance.   

The tender procedures should be such that not only do they confer preference towards 
local suppliers/contractors, but should also encourage competition among them. That 
will be achieved by having tendering categories that reserve certain categories only 
for locals. These could be for procurements/contracts of up to a certain amount. To 
accelerate skills development, technology transfer and capital mobilization, there 

Procurement systems can be an instrumental tool for economic empowerment 

entrepreneurs and lead to massive growth of production and trade.

Measures will result in more local suppliers participating and winning tenders; 
improved countrywide spread of tenders; more private investments in productive 

3.2.1 Strategic objective 1: Increase participation  
  of local   suppliers in national tenders

Strategy 1: Make tendering procedures accessible  
 and affordable by local suppliers.

Activities:
a) ODPP to simplify conditions and publish guidelines with step by step instructions

and tips on how to respond to public tenders.
b) ODPP to remove stringent bond requirements. Raise the limits within which no
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bond would be required.
c) ODPP to raise local preference level to 30% and set/determine graduated scale 

for joint ventures.
d) Procurement entities in the targeted ministries and agencies to sign MOUs with 

the relevant supplier representative bodies.

Strategy 2: Generate local economic empowerment through procurement.

a) Ministry of Finance to make local content a requirement for all government 
procurement contracts- including donor and private sector driven.

b) ODPP and MoIT to set a team (the task could go to the BMS implementing body) 

c) ODPP to publish categories reserved for local suppliers.
d) ODPP and MoIT to develop guidelines for extension of local preference to district 

levels.
e) ODPP to organise training for procurement entities.
f) MCCCI, other private sector associations in conjunction with ODPP to train local 

suppliers on tendering e.g. how to prepare a winning tender.

Strategy 3:

Activities:
a) Ministry of Finance to make prompt payments to suppliers.
b) Procuring entities to pay local suppliers some mobilization for large projects to 

enable them get started. 
c) Ministry of Finance to provide guarantees to suppliers for importation of raw 

materials.
d) Relevant procuring entity to provide inputs in good time e.g. Ministry of Agriculture 

to avail fertilisers in good time for planting. 

3.2.2  Strategic objective 2: Obtain transparency in public        
  procurement.

Strategy 1 : Make ODPP an independent institution with expanded authority to more     
     effectively regulate procurement  by government agencies.

Activities:
1. Parliament to pass legislation to make ODPP an independent institution. 
2. ODPP to regularly (weekly) publicize awarded government tenders with names 

3. ODPP board to include private sector in public procurement vetting of goods 
approved for importation- gazette suspect items.
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4. Recognize winners- leaders in local procurement (private sector to recognize
public and ODPP to recognize private sector).

3.3 Result Area 2: Effective robust communication  
and marketing plan

The message of promoting locally produced goods and services must be succinctly 

development partners and the civil society (including academia) all of whom are involved 
on regular purchasing. Clear distinction should be made when reaching out to each 
group to ensure that the correct appeal is conveyed i.e. the message to each community 

issues that cut across all potential buyers.

repeatedly made known so that all PEs become thoroughly familiarized with the list. The 
information will also include suppliers with their localities so that any PE will be readily 
aware of “suppliers close to you”.

necessary for all to understand why the call to buy locally produced goods. The value 
proposition should be well presented. The methods used to drive the campaign should 
be carefully selected to have maximum impact. 

therefore national image promotion must be complimentary to the Campaign. This 
is even more important as the Campaign is also intended to be a platform for export 
development.

Information gathering and sharing will be a vital component of the communication 

regular updates on relevant information especially the following:

at sector and supplier level. For example the information detail in a) above. 

nature.

hand can come in handy.

estimated value and cost to the local industry. 
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3.3.1  Strategic Objective 1: To launch and sustain a              
    strong message for promotion of locally produced           
    goods and services.

Strategy 1: Project a positive national image for the country.

Activities
a) All leaders to address seriously issues that tarnish Malawi.
b) Tourism Authority and MITC to develop a Malawi Brand.

Strategy 2: Roll out aggressive media content.

Activities:
a) MoIT (or secretariat) to create material for radio and TV broadcast and obtain 

slots.
b) ODPP, Tourism Authority and MoIT to solicit private sector and development 

partners for sponsorship of radio and TV programmes.
c) Erect bill boards across the country with Buy Malawi Campaign message.
d) Print out stickers of Buy Malawi Campaign.
e) Produce labels “Proudly Malawian....” to be used on locally produced goods.
f) MoIT to hold annual exhibitions to show case BMC products.

A UNIQUE DIMENSION TO OUR NATIONAL IDENTITY: MADE IN NIGERIA GOODS!

The idea 
rather, it focuses on a national partnership to develop the kind of collective commerce-pattern that 
would most positively impact our National Development.

For one, it would enhance the utility value of goods as products and consequent services would 

direct link to favourable balance of trade and consequent impact on the nation’s economy. In this 
era of global employment crisis, creating a regulated and consistent market framework for MADE 
IN NIGERIA GOODS will boost entrepreneurial aptitude, providing a viable platform for the Nigerian 
people to express, showcase and earn value for their creative input.

structures that will establish it as an Independent commercial hub wherein our position will be 
strengthened in the course of International collaborations and our negotiation powers leveraged by a 
culture of home-grown technical expertise.

Fortunately, the processes towards this ideal are already underway, and sensitization is in full drive. 
There are no trade demarcations, and everybody is a potential stakeholder.
This online Portal is our immediate contact-spot where ideas are exchanged and harnessed for 
seamless business development and capacity building activities.

A people’s success must not only hinge on political permutations. At some rare times, the tool for 
change lies wholly in our own hands. This is one of those moments... Do not let the message stop with 
you. Broadcast it everywhere, at work, at play and on the Social networks.
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Strategy 3: Build sustainability of the campaign
Activities:

a) Impose a levy on all participating businesses which will go to a BMC fund.
b) Sell the stickers and labels for a small fee.
c) Constantly solicit support for private sector.

Strategy 4: Address the negative mindset and stigma about Malawian products.
Activities

a) Government to lead by example. When leaders are seen to be buying local

b) ODPP to organise forums with producers to address consumer concerns. MBS

c) Training to lead in training. Training brings Knowledge which when put into
Practice leads to change in Habits which with time develop into Customs and 
Culture.

implementation management 

It is often said that action speaks louder than words. While a well packaged and 
appropriately presented Buy Malawi Strategy
leadership would yield a much greater harvest. There are three fronts in which this 

are not real investments hurts the economy. Statistics reveal that fuels are the number 

mostly owned by central government and state agencies. These vehicles have high 

Another opportunity to demonstrate exemplary leadership is in procurement of 

report to work late and knock off from duty before end of stipulated working hours. 

stalls.

Addressing these issues would yield results in saving from much less cost of smaller 
vehicles and reduced fuel consumption. It would also increase the productivity time and 
therefore result in faster services to the business community. Furnishing government 

committed to implement the Buy Malawi Strategy. 
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3.4.1 Strategic Objective 1: To communicate decisiveness in address 

Strategy 1: Control conspicuous spending that sends an unconvincing     

Activities:
a) Make directive (Cabinet) on importation of high capacity vehicles used by senior

government staff and state agencies.
b) Issue directive

affairs.
c) All ministries and state corporations to revise/prepare schedule of planned

travels-local and international with view to cutting on unnecessary and unplanned
trips.

d) Ministry of Finance to regularly/promptly audit ministries’ expenditure to ensure
conformity with purposes allocated for.

Strategy 2: Establish a credible public-private sector dialogue platform to    
constantly discuss, review and ensure successful implementation.

Activities:
a) MCCCI and MoIT to immediately draw terms of reference for the creation or

amendment to existing public private sector dialogue structure(s); nominate initial
representatives.

b) MoIT
and endorse agenda.

c) Prepare schedule of meetings and assign duties.

3.4.2  Strategic Objective 2: To demonstrate determination    

Strategy 1: 

Activities:
a) Ministry responsible for (employment and) labour in conjunction with MoIT to

lead in establishment of a productivity centre to coordinate innovativeness,
competitiveness and productivity of all factors of production.

b) Companies to be capacitated to deliver innovative, competitive quality products
to the Malawian market and beyond (through support by SMEDI, MIRTDC,
MITC, MBS etc.)
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Strategy 2: Drastic measures to change work ethics

Activities:

of working hours.
b) Supervisors to conduct performance at regular intervals with objectively criteria

communicated in advance and held in employee personal records.

conditions.

all programmes are contained in the portfolio  for performance management 
submitted by respective ministries.

3.5  Improved business environment and 
competitiveness of domestic producers

A well managed import substitution programme can be a viable platform for export 
development; trade and poverty reduction. The capacity of local companies will 
be developed to enable them produce goods and services that comply with set 

The Buy Malawi Strategy

inputs or as a result of rising incomes and living standards.

Savings and investments are essential to development. The import substitution 
envisaged in the Buy Malawi Strategy should result in foreign reserve savings which 
can then be invested in importing more important inputs for value addition. Money 
spent outside the national economy is a leakage. Value is accrued when such leakage 
is sealed. Reducing unnecessary imports can contribute to reducing leakage of foreign 
currency.  

products that are targeted by the Buy Malawi Strategy. These include pharmaceuticals 
(drugs and syringes); school supplies (furniture and stationery); uniforms and protective 

and chemicals) and construction (contractors and materials).

competitiveness of and increase production by the local enterprises. The strategic 
objectives and initiatives for building that competitiveness are proposed below.

3.5.1 Investment promotion to boost domestic    
  production capacity
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consider invoking the Infant Industry Protection to allow the start ups time to mature. 

equity participation in and capacity building. For example, incentives can be scaled 
to increase with levels of citizen equity. There must be clear demonstration of skills 
development and technology transfer in the capacity brought into the country by the 
investors who receive any preferential treatment. Investment promotion should also 
target available facilities and other infrastructure in the country that has fallen into 
apparent redundancy. The railway and sidings, factory shelters and idle machinery 
can all be brought under a rehabilitation programme to advance available capacity.

The problems in the business environment have been widely dealt with and are 
explicitly covered in the National Export Strategy. To avoid duplication especially where 
this strategy has already proposed leveraging on existing programmes, no strategic 
proposals are advanced for this result area. In addition to the NES interventions the 
strategies below are proposed.

3.5.2  Strategic objective 1: Deepen the measures to  
   improve business environment

Strategy 1:  Conclude outstanding policy documents and conclude  
       reforms in progress

Activities:
a) MoIT to complete preparation of several policies including Business linkages;

MSME policy; industrial development policy; and National Trade Policy.
b) The State

EPZ regulations, business registration, licensing and companies Act. 
c) MoIT to prepare a paper for presentation to cabinet for establishment of

a standing committee to address cost of doing business- transport costs; 
telecommunications and energy.

Strategy 2: Increase availability of land and facilities

Activities:
a) MoIT, MOA and Lands to evaluate options for strategic partnership that can

enable expansion of land under irrigation for commercial farming.
b) MoIT to motivate construction of factory shells and rehabilitation of existing ones.
c) MoIT (SMEDI) to build incubation hubs to nurture MSMEs.
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3.5.3 Strategic Objective 2: Provide effective support   
  services to local producers

Strategy 1: Strengthening the institutional support services framework

Activities:
a) Establish a working cluster (with a strategic plan) for institutions closely involved

in supporting MSMEs. These include MITC, MBS, SMEDI and MRA. MoIT may 
include others considered relevant.

b) Review strategic plans of the clustered institutions to ensure they are aligned to
the revised goals of MoIT (and the country).

c) Establish a central coordinating mechanism to harmonize the operations of the
service delivery network.

d) MoIT to solicit technical support to establish a secretariat to implement the BMS.

Strategy 2:  Fast track entrepreneurship development.

Activities:
a) 

participate in the BMS implemention.
b) MoIT (or BMS Secretariat) to prepare a MSME competitiveness enhancement

program that will urgently address:
i) Packaging, labelling and bar coding.
ii) Production processes, schedule and product development.
iii) Financial management including production planning, budgeting, costing and

pricing.
iv) Quality and standards management.

 Implementing the strategies will result in fewer imports for the selected products; more 

stores; more jobs created; and increased revenue collection in taxes. 
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ECONOMIC DIVERSIFICATION DRIVE (EDD)

embarked on the initiative to promote the growth of a vibrant and globally competitive private sector. The 

effort. 

EDD follows an integrative approach which brings together all Stakeholders (Government Ministries and 
Departments, Parastatals, Private Sector, Civil Society and Labour Unions) on one table to achieve a common 

each Sector/Sub-Sector development; and a balanced contribution of the Private Sector that is based on well-
articulated strengths and opportunities as well as weaknesses and threats that require government support.

strategy and aims at leveraging the Government’s purchasing power to stimulate local production and 
consumption by procuring from locally based manufacturers and service providers. To ensure that this 
purchasing power is leveraged, the Government has introduced preference margins to give local manufacturers 
and service providers a competitive advantage when bidding for Government jobs. In addition, a National 
Suppliers’ Directory has been produced which will enable the buyers to locate the sellers with ease. 

The second component, referred to as the Medium-to-Long Term strategy, aims to diversify the economy through 
a holistic and systematic development of globally competitive enterprises that need little or no Government 

and export markets through a vibrant and globally competitive private sector; develop goods and services that 
comply with local and international standards; and develop an entrepreneurship culture for business growth 
and enhanced citizen participation in the economy. Achievement of these will ensure the noble aspirations 
of employment creation, wealth creation, poverty eradication, industrialisation and economic development.

, it is envisaged that the EDD Initiative will 

out. The Private Sector is expected to be the main driver of the EDD core Thematic Areas, namely, Sectoral 

Areas will provide customized support to the EDD priority sectors/sub-sectors with a view to facilitating 
their development and competitiveness. These include Investment and Finance; Quality Control, Standards 
and Production; Technology Development, Transfer and Innovation; Research and Development; and 
Entrepreneurship Development 

Citizen Economic Empowerment
The philosophy of citizen economic empowerment is derived from the need to build capacity of nations to 
respond to the changing economic and political environment and participate effectively in the decisions that 
affect their lives. It recognizes the need for economic development to lead to equitable distribution of income 
and wealth in order to improve the quality of life of citizens. Citizen economic empowerment interventions 
should equip citizens with the necessary competencies, which would enable them to take better advantage 
of economic opportunities and thereby have a stake in the process of economic growth and development.

Government Procurement: Government recognises that the provision of goods and services for state 
projects can be instrumental in the pursuit of economic and social objectives. To enhance effective participation 
of nationals in the economy, more especially in large and mega government projects, Government will 
continue to uphold the reservation and preference schemes for citizens while simultaneously encouraging 

tendering process.
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3.6  Sectors / products selection

The criteria used in Buy Malawi Campaign of 2009 were based on materiality and potential 

of procurement they do. That criterion is recommended in this second strategy. In addition 
construction, clothing and fresh produce are proposed. Construction and clothing have a 
large market in the government while fresh produce are predominantly sold in the local 
super markets.

Essentially the approach to determining the sectors or products to include in 
the campaign should apply the following criteria;

> Existence of support infrastructure.
> Market potential- import substitutes.
> Export potential.
> Development impact
> Food security
> Inclusion
> Job creation- incomes- poverty reduction.
> Sustainability

In addition to the above, any other product that is locally available and meets quality and 
other market requirements should be included in the campaign.

3.7  Participating businesses

experience; investments; management practice e.g. record keeping; consistency in current 
performance; and willingness to abide by the set rules in the campaign.

Businesses currently involved in other dynamic programmes such as MICF; the 
Competitiveness and Job Creation Project; and OVOP  should be considered for inclusion if 
they meet other conditions. Special dispensation should be extended to rural areas, women 
and youth driven projects even if they do not meet the above criteria. Instead, the BMS 
secretariat should develop a mechanism, e.g. competition for groups or individuals to draw 
business /project proposals which will be adjudicated and winners selected and capacitated 
to join the BMS supply chain.

It has been reported in the local media that the assistance by Government of 
Japan on this programme is coming to an end.
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MPLEMENTATION PLAN
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CHAPTER 4.0: IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

4.1  Critical success factors

The factors critical to successful implementation of the strategy include: Leadership and 

Sustainability. 

4.2  Options for managing implementation. 
Four options are suggested for implementation of the BMS.  
Table 4.1 presents them for consideration. 
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The following paragraphs recommend tasks to be performed by the secretariat. 

4.3.1 The Secretariat will

highlighting movements; taxes paid by the participating businesses; collect a 
BMS levy (1% of all BMS purchase orders).

budget.

4.3.2  Executive committee to

  
 
 
 
 
 .
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4.3.3  BMS Stakeholders’ forum to:

          already accruing.

of completion to-date.

reimbursements for travel and any direct expense incurred to serve the direct 
interests of the secretariat.

subventions.

4.6  Sustainability

The Strategy should be sustainable. Reaching a situation where the Strategy can run on its 
own without outside support can be achieved with careful planning and organisation. Some 
proposals on how to arrive at that stage are listed here below.

a) Credibility of management. Purposeful implementation with constant monitoring
and evaluation. In the 2009 BMC  the Task Force faded. In some of the institutions

accounting  some reports are never made while in others  some issues are either not 
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reported on or expenditure fully authenticated. The bottom line is accountability. 
This is the reason why a proposal was made to employ a professional secretariat.

c) Develop fund raising mechanisms such as:
i) Levy
ii) Sale of promotional items

staff secondment or salary support.

the training will facilitate participating SMEs to develop/implement: effective management practices; integrate 
performance information; develop robust stewardship and accountability systems; access to market; and more 
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